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Nature’s Flame announce enhanced Canterbury supply base 
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Statement from Nature’s Flame and Tailored Energy Solutions  

Nature’s Flame - New Zealand’s largest producer of Premium Wood Pellets - has partnered with Tailored 

Energy Solutions to provide a greater level of service to the Canterbury area. 

With growing interest in wood fuels across the world and in particular within New Zealand, Nature’s Flame has 

been active in developing Premium Wood Pellets as a dependable, sustainable, efficient and effective fuel 

source. 

Nature’s Flame and Tailored Energy Solutions now offer the confidence of supply out of Christchurch for small 

through to large customers with 10 and 15kg bags, 1t bags or in bulk delivered to your door. 

“Having a strategic supply partner based in Christchurch enables Nature’s Flame to continue to deliver the very 

best customer service to our customers across the Canterbury region” says Scott Fairbairn – Sales and 

Marketing Manager for Nature’s Flame.  “We have had a long term association with Tailored Energy Solutions 

but this extension and increased stock handling facility allows us to ensure supply is secure and provide the 

best service to current and prospective customers – especially those who rely on the most efficient and stable 

heating sources for their operation including hospitals, businesses, schools and other vital operations.”.  “Wood 

Pellets continue to be one of the best fuel sources and using in place of coal can reduce a number of harmful 

pollutants into the Christchurch atmosphere.  Being Carbon neutral to burn and with significantly lower 

particulates and other harmful gases, we see Wood Pellets as a great sustainable fuel source for Canterbury 

organisations” continues Scott. 

Desmond Gong – an industry renowned Combustion Engineer remarked “having this increased partnership 

with Nature’s Flame allows Tailored Energy Solutions to be in the centre of discussions with organisations with 

energy requirements.  With a long business history, (and with their coal supply part of the business - Taylor 

Coal) Tailored Energy Solutions can now supply Wood Pellet fuel and if needed can extend this to help with 

advice and expertise”. 

Wood Pellet Fuel is a low carbon, safe and easy to handle fuel source.  Nature’s Flame Premium Wood Pellets 

are the only ones produced in New Zealand to achieve the prestigious Din Plus European Fuel standard.  This 

standard ensures the best and most consistent quality is delivered to you all the time.  Nature’s Flame 

Premium Wood Pellets are also certified organic by Biogro. 

Nature’s Flame has a very strong reputation in supplying clean burning wood pellets to many government, 

council operations as well as small and large businesses and organisations across New Zealand and for 

domestic home heating. 

For further information on Nature’s Flame Premium Wood Pellets please contact 
Gerard Dobbs - Nature’s Flame Account Manager - Mobile: 027 289 7169 

For further information on Tailored Energy Solutions please contact 

Desmond Gong - 03 347 8800 


